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over the problems caused by the

exhaus

s resources through growth in population
one of the longest on record.

Its roots

Thomas Robert Malthus who first
the Principle of Population (1798).

The
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Introduction
the age of man, mankind has been beset with various
of catastrophes.
ravages

Man learned to survive famine, disease and the

war--to survive and develop modern civilizations.

• however • i t is becoming apparent that the tmrld is facing
filled with problems of enormous complexity--problems that
will have far-reaching effects upon the political, social and economic
structure of nations.

attention is being given to the problems resulting
pressures of accelerating population growth on a global
The effects of the demands created by this growth upon the
resources of the world are of critical concern--3re
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l~e

running out of

energy sources and vital
feed

itself~

its ability to

is the

a minor penalty of

and is increasing

economic growth or a threat to

There is a further growing realization that

fact, the

are real, should we be doing something now to
least keep them froa becoming worse?
greater future problems?

the problem, or at
to head

What can be

that

But. it is

even
to be

the

taken are to be effective. are to have meaningful impact. we must understand the future.

We must be able to separate sense from the Pollyannish

"there is no problem".

We musf! be able to sort out the realistic from

the cataclysmic *'doomsday" projections.

Thus, we are heavily dependent

upon accurate projection of future conditions.

however.

Our crystal ball

For

States in the year

example, projections of the

in which the

2000 have varied considerably as a function
projections were made as shown in the
400
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projections made in the

the 1950's predicted a value

rate years

ection is made

about 370 milliont etc.
have shown even

Similar projections with respect to business

•

we have not been successful in identifying the real structural
influencing future conditions.

Rather, we have

to

present trends into the future recognizing but perhaps

not

enough heed to the fact that present trends will continue into

the

unchanged only as long as no changes occur in the mechanisms

which underlie the current trends.

As these conventional projections,

extrapolations of historic trends, have

on
us with

to population growth.

have also

to

misto

the future with respect to energy use,
In none of these

ections was

to the inconsistent assumptions, to interactions among
and to understanding the basic mechanisms which underlie each

I

the variables of interest.

(2)

The Limits to Growth, a 1972 publication of the Club of Rome,
in

sequences

clear, concise and

presea~ble

manner the ultimate con-

continuation of current trends with respect to the
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Thus exponential growth in consumption occurs only during a period
of resource life when markets for the resource are rapidly expanding
and relatively large quantities

economically recoverable reserves

are available (resource substitution can occur, but then the consumption
growth pattern of the substitute must be considered).

As the quantity

of readily available reserves declines, costs of recovery increase and
generally this tends to dampen and eventially curtail the exponential

•

growth in consumption, assuming, of course, that a system of feedback is
operative - i.e. , that the fact of higher costs can be effectively
translated into actions.

It is about this facet that much of the argu-

ment between economists and systems analysts/ecologists revolves.
Economists often assume classical, freely operating supply and demand
markets.

Others note that "stickiness" in the p11tee mechanism often

occurs due to limited information flows, synergisms, response time delays,
overly rigid consumption patterns, and so forth.

In addition, the model used in Limits to represent the world was highly
aggregated.

The use of highly aggregated variables - population, natural

resources, pollution, food per capita and industrial output per capita

•

tended to obscure important relationships and interaction among the
component factors of these variables.

A second report of the Club
has just been published.

Rome. titled Mankind at the Turning Point~ 4 )

In this report the would is treated in a some-

what less monolithic fashion - the world is divided into ten interdependent
regions, each with its peculiar

economic~
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social and geophysical charac-
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par am-
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reactions
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at the
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an inflation
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Investor - the market
value

December
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an

we will have

•

essential
current
that can

that
can

~

statistics,

and

Materials of the

Legislature as a part of this

It is the purpose of this report to summarize briefly the inin the
reasonable

Handbook~

to present what we believe are

of current conditions 1 potential trends of the

(Section

and to offer our judgements as to impacts on and

solution options for the State of California in the context of these
trends (Section 2).

A companion report, The Population Predicament:

A Perspective on Reducing

(7)

Fertility,

considers in more depth the problems of population growth

both in the developed and the developing nations.

In this report the

prospects and requirements §or slowing population growth are examined.
While we have offered a number of judgements in these two studies, it
must be understood that they are judgements and they are preliminary.
and comprehensive analyses are of course required.
and comments in these reports are
areas for further consideration by the State.
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The

to identify

More

California Impact
and Options
The problems of the future will undoubtedly require astute
actions from the government.

In order for their actions to

the decisionmakers must understand the problems and
errors of the past which may have helped to create the
past and present.

It is clear to most that effective action

often developed only after a problem has reached crisis
For example, there had been published warnings expressed

•

authorities for at least the last twenty years about the
environmental problems and energy and food shortages.

These

were largely unneeded due to the lack of incontrovertible
Consequently today we face crises with potentially serious
for our society - crises about which we can do very little.
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the actions of

are
For

in

dollars were
in the

the
downtown areas while
trust fund

were spent (from the

insurance) for actions which tended to
and relocation in the suburbs - actions counter to
redevelopment.

Today,

an energy crisis

which will alleviate the crisis, Federal
trust fund dollars to encourage more road buildof course. will

the energy problems.

we offer a $2,000 tax credit to s
on how some of

new home

new home confar out in the

remote recreation areas

removes more

but

on the
have been in such

that the new j
area
we view

we

an analysis of how our

t

the

ected trends

the cross currents of
state.
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In a real sense, the short run future

of the state has been shaped by the events of the recent past.
actions taken now would probably have by 1980 only minor
effects or serve as temporary

stimuli.

Any

palliative

For example, we may implement

conservation actions to moderate some of the serious effects of energy
shortages or attempt to stimulate employment to cushion the effects of
the economic recession. The real challenge though is to understand the
long term trends and underlying causes of our difficulties.

These

longer term trends can best be impacted by current policy actions.

The

longer the delay, the less the chance that effective changes can be made.

We have identified these impacts and the options for the state in two
ways.

First we shall discuss a set of impacts on the state in the areas

of population growth, food, mineral•• energy and pollution which are
relatively confined and nonoverlapping.

Second, we consider the inter-

active effects between the trends and the larger structural impacts on
the state which this interaction produces.

POPULATION GROWTH

Population growth in California, like in the rest of the United States,
has been signiitcantly reduced, and, furthermore, California is now
growing at a slower rate than the
1960 - 1970

u. s.

u. s.

as a whole - while in the period

population increased 13.3 percent, California experienced

a growth of 27 percent; in the period 1970 - 1973

u.s.

population in-

creased 3.3 percent while that of California increased 3.2 percent.
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the nation

an annual

annual
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unction with an annual net in-migrathe state in the year 2000 will

composition of the
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the baby
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half
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market in
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These
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effect a

lost

the economy will
of meaningcompounded by
Impacts").
conThe "crush" on

school facility construction is over as school districts face declining
enrollments into the 1980's.
struction

Thus, school planning and facility

con-

reflect these enrollment declines over the next
the use of extrapolations of past trends has

found some school districts still expanding school facilities, in spite of
declining enrollments - possibly examples of rigid school

administration

bureaucracies carrying conventional wisdom to an extreme.

(Some school

districts will require expanded facilities because of disproportionately
young populations, e.g. Simi Valley - 48% under 18, Oxnard, Ventura,
Thousand Oaks - 39% under 18, as contrasted to San Francisco, Oakland (13)
30% under 18 in 1970).
Much of the population wave is now of college
age

and is jamming campus facilities across the state.

After 1980,

however, the enrollments of colleges and universities will also begin
to decline, and problems now faced at the elementary and secondary levels
will spread to the college and university levels.
clear that

Recognizing this it is

expenditures for capital improvements in universities

at the present time cannot be justified - certainly not to alleviate
problems which will begin to resolve themselves in about 5 years.

•

The challenges
tutions are great.

the future to the governmental and educational instiHow can public schools be made more of a participating

part of the community (for example multiple use of facilities) rather than
a place where we send our children for a portion of each day, how can
barriers be lowered at the upper education level so that the academic
community becomes aware of and involved in the needs of the public (which
pays the bills at the colleges and universities), how can
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we make formal

is

the challenge

is also a statistic
result the
cause
into the

s (barring
that the

to energy

will be

The

reduced.

the "boom"

a new boom -

The need
into the mid
and
in providing
more

im-

to areas
agricultural

, located mostly
for more
facilities,
more non-partici-

Medical Care and Retirement the

wave will be faced

any service

the greatest problems created
the health care institutions and

to the aged, such as retirement plans, medical, and
homes.

of the boom gene-

The increasing

ration as it approaches old age early in the next century will create great
needs for additional medical facilities - perhaps the by then half vacant
pediatric and obstetric wards will be used to care for the generation

•

where it was born.

The effects

upo~

retirement and health insurance plans

will be catastrophic as the population wave begins to retire in 2015
through 2030.

As an example, consider the consequences in the year 2030

when the reduced number of then 55 year olds born in 1975 will be trying
to support the large number of 65 year olds and older born before 1965.
The effects upon pension plans and medical care costs will be devastating.
After this population wave subsides, however, and assuming a stable state
population, the resources to support the dependent population (those under
20 and over

will rise as the proportion of persons aged 20 to 65 grows

in relation to those less than 20 and over 65.

This will not occur

until

after 2050,

•

FOOD

Over 80

the karvested cropland in

is irrigated,

the important role of stored and distributed water for agri(6)

cultural
regions to

With the cost of transfer of water from surplus
regions extremely expensive, we must increasingly
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their definition, are

- prime

than lower
reduce agricultural

these

of water is essential.

Most water is

or distributed on a fee basis that provides
Free use of water bodies as waste dumping
than the exception.

If the cost of utilizing

were raised to more appropriate levels, factories
that would save

install techniques of

, farmers would modify their irrigation practices
to crops using less

location or

cultivation of

adjust by
types.
resource.

Sooner or later we will have to

The sooner this is
emerge

that

the fewer

the years ahead.

California's crop acreage is devoted to
etc.).

corn,

The remaining
(6)

crops(B%).

(17%)

to the

u.s.

diet

As world shortages in
there may be

away from fruits and nuts to the more staple
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materials will affect
the rest
style

the nation - higher
, etc.

much as they will affect
of products, life-

prices~

The effects of many of these shortages can be

minimized and in some cases eliminated by an aggresive set of policies
intended to reduce the consumption rates of raw materials.
of actions can be taken to accomplish these

A number

ectives.

Public Information - The public can be alerted to material
savings

consumer information programs

by public consumer
would include such

The information
items as:

results of durability
the consumer finds it

cheaper,
items;

goods versus

by product testing
to judge among initially

more expensive but longer-life

of the
solid waste disposal costs

in terms of litter
etc.

Standards - The longer the useful life of products, the
demand upon resources - thus, product standards can be
established which stress service life,

and recyclability.

- The solid wastes of our society are generally
in open dumps or burned in
of wastes

Such disposition

a deplorably inefficient use gf resources.

It is

time to justify, in terms of cost, resource recovery
use - the

on the basis of value of materials recycled for further
expenditure requirements are great and there are limited

economic diffithe use of

~
t

with the

how-

energy shortages

the use of
to pay the
materials increase
more costwise

content of waste
resource recovery;
the
with raw materials.

will become more costwise competitive, beenvironmental
because of the increased
at

in the extraction
of tin, the
tin from tin
about one-third
accounts for the
manufacturers
reduce or
, difficult

worst

the

ects,

and
virgin as
centers and the
the

Burial of Diminishing Materials - At solid waste
is available for
• 9

steel, aluminum) from the other waste products;

various reasons there are very

markets for the

materials (e.g. due to their
market
Until the

many of the

, the extent of the scrap

steel is largely a function of how far the scrap must be shipped).
become more favorable, a segregated burial of these
materials appears justifiable.

storing materials as a stake for future generations..

Thus we would be
As the need for these

materials arises, they would be available in an easily accessible, concentrated

ENERGY

the

and resource problems

California, energy has

received

policy

as it has also at the
to California are the

The energy policy
study by the Rand
due

r.n·rnt\rA

We cannot, of course
energy situation as will

over
on

to the study of this

for the State Assembly
be as complete in our
since they have devoted

resource problem and its impact

can, however, provide a basic overview of the situation
some aspects which other

may have overlooked.

source.

of
consumption.

ever-increasexpensive.
reluctant to
this power source

fission
, and

for
committees
, and cost
is today

on
a stage
sential,
in

closer deliberation

transition

term.

will involve not
, but also the elimination

objection to this
for the economy. The

belief

that the

use was littked directly to

to
with the oil

Our recent experience

and its lingering

has shown otherwise.

businesses

conservation practices such as

thermostats
steam
their energy

'

or sales.

the warm-up time for manheat leaks were able to reduce
stores

much as 60-70%)

results from a more
(15)

the
Both

conservation
, however, a

Administration

and

growing

a

or increased prices.
economic progress with

I
economy to shift from

a

services.
of energy
to
We expect real
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STRUCTURAL IMPACTS

and options in

In the previous discussions, we have
a conventional item-by-item accounting.

However

identified will interact with the other trends.

each of the trends
Some of the more

serious and challenging problems are derived

these interactions.

or not to reduce the rates of growth of fuel and mineral consumption
are essentially

to slow the exhaustion of resources or to reduce
moot - these questions have been overtaken

economic

events.

are slowing the rates of growth in consumption - but mot without
adverse side effects.

Our economy has evolved through a process of

increasing labor productivity and decreasing resource productivity.
We have chosen to maximize output by placing a very hi&h value on human
labor and a very low value on resources.
labor with machines.
and minerals.

Thus we have replaced human

This was consistent with an era of cheap fuels

These concepts are now threatened

as shifts in international

price trends induce structural shifts in the economy - two principal

First - As raw material and fuel costs increase and (as is
labor productivity does not keep pace
Since workers have rarely shown an inclination
actual paychecks, a continuation or
•

Some economists now believe that never

double -- that we have reached a plateau in

real wages

fall.
reductions in

inflation will
real wages
(26)

material progress.

In

, less

Second resource
source cost

probe
pressures

demand

for the
the
mate

the ease

energy,

would reduce

year
continuation
Thus

and

new

and

large

entering the job market at the same time that

work forces.

employers (steel, autos, chemicals) are

The un-

avoidable consequence in a very
period.

A need will develop for a massive job

trades

and personal skills, as vell as for a

incentives to new labor

A danger to be

arise from

intensive industries.

were not pre-

the likely cries and demands to subsidize

pared for the mineral and fuel cost crunch. industries which invested
heavily in resource -intensive means of
throw many persons out of work.

now threaten to

To

these industries in their

resource-intensive activities will only postpoae and aggrevate the problems
of the transition period.

The industries should be

to the new scenario of resource shortages.

This may

the market to operate even if it means a

to readjust
allowing
severe) hardship.

Subsidies for displaced workers and capital investment in those industries
which are consistent with new markets - services

health care, new forms

of labor-intensive production will be more

to

Pollution Control Conflicts -

and

will create

will

energy conservation programs; for
conserve energy but may create

concentrations

there will be a need to control and

in the number

, or in
in

rates.

to avoid
growth

Even with the best

cause upswings

localized

This

an

eventually
controversial

•

huge infusions of energy and materials to food production. (Recent
trends have indicated diminishing returns to ever increasing applications of fuel and fertilizer).

As the costs of energy and fertilizer in-

crease, to achieve the same total yields with lesser amounts of energy and
fertilizer will require more land.

Thus agricultural land will become more

valuable, with the higher quality agricultural lands becoming disproportionately even more valuable than the lower quality lands which are usable
only under conditions of vast input of energy, water and fertilizer.

This

new trend will produce a number of problems while the readjustment proceeds.
Residential growth both in terms of location and type will be redirected.
Conventional thinking about desirable areas to develop or in which to
locate retail stores may lead to many unfortunate and unwise development plans.

Housing - As a result of the increasing value of land for
agricultural purposes the form of urban housing will change.

Cities will

become deaser - with clustered condominium living the trend as opposed
to new suburban single family dwellings.
housing stock will be common.

Renovation of older existing

These trends may be encouraged by the use

of state financing tied to urban limit lines, or conditions tying the
use of State housing financing funds to non-critical land use or air
quality areas, to non-single family dwelling uses, or to housing patterns
which conserve energy.

Thus the state can have a crucial role to play in

the formulation of efficient land use patterns consistent with the new
resource scarcity conditions.
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have

serious

level
at the

to expand agricultural acreage, trends to increase urban densities because
of rising costs of travel.

Needed:

A Watchdog Agency - As we view the

almost every

aspect of policy work in this area is handicapped by inadequate, inaccurate
or inaccessible information.

Much data that is available is structured

in ways that served past needs and policy requirments but do not meet
present nor prospective demands.

Effective and rational policymaking

requires sufficient, reliable. and usable information concerning both
the constituent parts of our system and the complex synergistic effects.
The need for such information may justify the establishment of an agency
to monitor the trends of population and resources and to evaluate
potential structural changes and their consequences.

An important core

of such an agency would be university personnel, familiar with the latest
trends and concepts.

The agency, however, to assure independent thought

and action, would be most successful if phyaically and structurally
separated from the state universities or government systems.

42

The trends impacting California are the
the global and national level.

on

In

food,

an

» energy

context

is imbedded

POPULATION GROWTH

The

growth rate
the mid-nineteenth
s ..

annual rate of

not
and

not
on

1% until the
is a recent

phenomenon in the age of man.

Consequently, we have little experience

in dealing with rapid population growth and cannot assume we will encounter
no problems (Ref. 6,p.I-20).

If growth were to continue at the current

rate, the population of the

world would double every 35 years.

current

Thus

population of

4 billion would increase to 8 billion in the year 2010, 16 billion in the
year 2045, ad infinitum.

To maintain a

of this level would court

disaster, and all demographers expect the growth to slow down -- the
questions are:

how soon and how much?

Rapid Population Growth In The

Lese~Developed

Countries Is Inducing A

Huge Built-In Momentum For Continued Rapid Growth On The Global Level

Although annual population growth rate in the more developed regions of
the world has recently declined to .88% (or .64% in Europe), the growth
rate in the less developed regions has risen to 2.
South Asia, Africa and Latin America).

(2.6 to 2.8% in

Since 72% of the world's

popula-

tion resides in the less developed areas and since this population is very
young (due to high recent birth rates), there is a large built-in momentum
for continued population growth on the global level.
world-wide disaster will prevent a
between 6 to 1 billion by the year 2000

44

It is clear that only
level of somewhere

Birth Rates.

Historically. as nations

is called a

"demographic
but

of high birth and death rates

•

death rates.

Then birth rates

a static

state is reached with
the more

In all

, with
a

period.

baa
rate

after

This baa been a

(7)

nations.

Many demographers contend

mortality rates in the leas
of

as a

evolution as
death

claim that the

in

and the

s

from the im-

advances which
since these nations ha4 not
rates would have
before

result will
which

appears to be

include

Mexico

An

Ultimate World Population of at Least 15 Billion is Nearly

Unavoidable.

of

Because of the growth momentum
less-developed countries. reducing the rate
slowly.

Suggestions that population

will occur only
countries can be
For the developed

countries, a stable population can be
captions (Canada, Australia).

For the third

with certain exdeterminant

in reducing fertility will be the implementation of many small-scale
local development projects that emphasize a

approach rather

than the "trickle down" approach of massive

national develop-

(7)

ment plans.

Neither tying aid from the

to adoption

of birth control programs in the developing nations nor simply providing
massive doses of money for development alone
population growth.

However, achieving a

the less developed countries will require, in
control technology available, a comprehensive

have much effect on
birth rate in
to making birth
local-level

development program carried out by an effective and committed governmental
infrastructure over many decades.

nations, family

For the

programs, extra-familial
families

will be crucial to maintaining reduced

If replacement

fertility can be achieved

countries rapidly,
1.5 to 1.6

2030

maintained in the
could stabilize at

to 1.17

For the

remainder of the
off at 14

population
The

at

countries would
to con-

be noted, howevert that
in the year

tinue
Even

~. . .,, ...JI>Ii,U

of 15

a

the current
extrapolation of

over a

conceivable

that would population could be held
a massive decline in

such
the

to achieve it seem beyond reach.

There seems to be no dispute that

be fed

the

open
If all the

and

everyone ate

190 billion

Those are
increases

supportable

•

the maximum

on the

of
to acceut.

one is

level of

content with

cities

less meals and
very

of the

intensities

square foot to

20-22

1'1-tis

is not

80 years to achieve.
than 20 billion mav exceed the

In
that

capacity has lagged behind demand.

It is very

to specify these
habits

maxima through time since they are
vs. meat consumption)t
tribution.

For example. with available

~a.aA••¥A

adequately nourish six billion people,
our four billion co-inhabitants are

of

a
of

and malnutrition.

there is

In our scenario of a slow approach to a
that the increase in agricultural
population growth.

The slow decline in birth rates

time allowing a gradual improvement in per

some slack
availability.

there will

we do not expect this scenario to be
be problems in providing sufficient

But

for even a

stabilizing

population.

THE UNITED STATES SCENE:

the

s.

total
a number of
a rate of 7

number of

births
trend has

of our nation to

in

the record low rate of 1.9
~revious

p .. I-46..

The

..

record low waa 2.1 in
slightly

i~

unlikelv that it

The most probable

return
of total

ran~e

matnder of the century is 2.0 -

•
Source:(27)

young

are not
year

there are
deaths in

VS

deaths increases
down for

because of some

can

- 50

a

.1

• To achieve a

be
next few

maintenance

seems very
t

an almos

to,
1

Such a low rate has

never been observed and, according to many authorities, is counter to
human nature

(Ref. 6, p. I-42).

Ibe Reduced Number of Children And Infants Is Already Having An Effect
Upon Maqy Industries and Government Services.

upon the very

Sales declines have been incurred by

food distributors,

young age group for sales; e.g., toy
etc.

have been extremely

Over the past several decades.

As a result of declining

burdened with meeting increasing school needs

cope with smaller

birth rates, however. primary schools are

of the 1950's,

enrollments. and in contrast to the serious teacher

can absorb.

we are now faced with more teachers than the

The National

Education Association recently observed

the remainder of

be at least two

seeking a

this decade, there

teaching position for every available job.

The High Birth Rate In The Post-Werld Waz II Era Has Distorted The Age
Strusture of The Population.

A peak

rate of

current rate

the

The large nu.aber of

the

increase

of

For

about 24 per cent

persons in the 20-24 year age group wi

's

double the

this 15 year era is

age structure

as a human wave.
lation

8 was reached

by age
the total popu...

1960

'

the number of

per cent (Ref.6,p.I-51).

of the current

with
of the

population growth can be
boom

growing-up of the

it is
rates than the rest

recognized that young drivers have
of the population.

Hence

accidents

recent

are

I
in the

attributable to the fact that many of

boom became

drivers during the 1960's and

Since the crime rate is higher among
people, much of the increase in crime

years is traceable
persona in the youthful age

to an expansion in the relative
groups.

among older

nA~annft

between 1960 and

About 28 percent of

in the number of arrests for serious

•

of the

crease in

Another
the

the increase can be
other

•

to an in-

accounted

for

increase

serious crimes over

Now as the youth

number of arrests for

past

of the

the seventies, the
In the two decades

the young adult
in the housing and job
Americans

reached the age of 20.

over

Between 1965 and

million will

cross this important threshold.

or leave their

As those born during the babv boom move

in annual household

oarents' homes, we can exoect a 33 oercent
formation bv the end of this decade.
of households

~rew

at a relativelv steadv rate of around 900,000 per year.

After that, the rate began to climb, until in
million households.

the number

and

Between

we added well over one

The rate is exoected to increase to almost 1.5

million households added each vear by the end
remain at that level until about 1985.

the

After

se~ties,

and to

, the rate is expected

to droo

shar~l'

as a result of the recentlv

fi~ures

understate future demand for the construction of new housing,

however, since additional new

housin~

birth rate.

These

also be required to re-

units

olaee oortions of the older housing stock.

Alon~

with increased housing demands will come

ment oooortunities.
the

voun~.

The

hi~hest

Conse~uentlv,

~rester

demand for

e~loy

rates of 1oblessness are found among

one factor to be

, irresoective of

the state of the economv itself, is the sheer increase in the numbers of
voun~

neoole seeking work.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics tells us that

we can exnect about 3 1/2 million oersons to make their initial entrv into

labor force each vear
iob seekers

exceed~

oersons a vear.

durin~

the

's.

This level of prosnective

the annual averaRe for the

bv

Here agtint we can attribute the

influx of new 1ob-seekers who were born

52

the

about

,ooo

numbers to a heavy
Undoubtedly,

the over-representation

the

year

the

is helping to

age

for

An
care as it enters the more
and

employment in the fields
health

construction.

may make the costs

health care

A greater impact will be the pressure
starts to

this

, we have
years from now we will

an estimated
40 million

have an

the total
as the

be

•

retirement systems as

number and a much
retirement

number

become re-

As

of

wave of

's~

this

in
to

in

are

upon a

figure

around 400,000 per year.

true immigration rates, however, if

These

underestimate

u.

Service estimates are accurate
immigrants to the

• in recent years

Stable, Relatively Stress-Free Society.

The decreased level of birth

cause societal

shocks as the system adjusts to reduced

the job market for
upon rapid growth

the young will improve, industries and services
have to be reoriented.

As the

construction industry would become more
renewal and redevelopment.

for new
uc~c1~u~:n~

decreases, the
upon activities such as

The Universities, faced with

menta, may have to develop a system
employed - a system which recognizes that

~eclining

enroll-

education for the
education should

not abruptly cease in the early twenties

The

be relatively

society,
be more time to
new

our

would not mount

would be
of

likely to be
and resource

The emphasis would be on

rather than

since the
The institutions of
crises.
be

The

ameliorated.

THE CALIFORNIA SCENE:

In 1957 the annual rate of
this rate had dropped to
a rate nearly one-fourth of the
to

in the birth rate as
California.

In the

net in-migration

's

fluctuated at over 300,000 persons
less than

is attributed

declined

000 persons

range from

Recent

are

a

sensitive to
actions are based
levels of

per year.
rates

2.1 and zero

2.

and
is the

rate,
in a

ection of

FOOD
THE WORLD SCENE:

World Food Production is Dependent On The Amount Of Arable Land, The
Level of Fuel, Fertilizer And Irrigation Used and The Mix Of Meat And
Grain Consumed,.

Production of food for human consumption is not
amount of land cultivated.
grain per hectare.

In India•
In the

u.s ,

grams per hectare while the Japanese obtain
A major difference is the amount of
per hectare; U.S. 47 kilograms per hectare;
Of course, the natural productivity of the
9

but the absence of

If one is concerned with

more total food
is

a function of
yields 820
2600 kiloper hectare.
India 2.6 kilograms
per hectare.
the climate are also
overcome by
a human population,

plant sources can be

of the world's

as grain feed for cattle or

.6, p. II-83).

be

.6

However

is now
river

, the bulk of this

near the arid

be usable for

that

arable with
humid

and taking account

needed, the total

crop

to 1
arable

a

however.
estimated
of

million hectares

rate of l

per yearf
a

maintain present food availability levels

6

6.7 billion

people inhabiting the earth in the year

Around the World.

In the last several decades the

increase in

has

this increase was

agricultural production of over one-third

groups

not evenly distributed between the
of countries.
has increased

developed countries

Since 1956, the per capita
~'

only~

increase has been

per capita

while in less-developed

Increases In

(Ref. 6, p.

Prices.

The increased food production has been obtained
"green revolution" crop strains and the
and pesticides.

The "green

use of high yield
fertilizers

crops

sensitive - great quantities of fertilizer are

fertilizer
and the use of

lesser quantities results in smaller

be achieved by

the

increase in crude

unimproved strains.

With the

almost out of

oil, the supply of petroleum based
reach of the less-developed countries.

For

~v~~v

reduction in the fertilizer supply there
ton drop in

in these countries

10 million

Furthermore, the problems
based

will become worse,
will occur over the next
gas

million tons of

6

p

of

of

Plants
unit of arable
the energy
a

be

is derived

from
sources, even

animal

with reduction
release vast

of

energy

9%.

to fossil fuel.

Largely through the use of human energy as

less developed nations such as the
Mauritius and China average
into food

ill

.!!?.!'.!
nations

With increasing

will have to consider the use of more human labor in

The

u.s.,

production(&ef.6,p.

Australia. Canada and Argentina Account For About 80% World

Wheat And Flour Exports.

The U.S. And Thailaad Account For About

so;

Of The World Rice Exports.

u.s.

While the U.s.s.R., the

produce

and four other

about 50% of the world's wheat, only

nations

Canada and Argentina) have safficient surpluses for

u.s.

produces slightly more than 1% of the

While the

s rice, it accounts for

20% of the world exports of rice (Ref. 6, p

As Diets In Developed Countries Become More Dependent Upon Animal Proteins,

Directly Feeding People.
World

u.s ..

grain production increased
increased

to

- much of

meat diets.
, this
animal

Since

and Japan
to
to

of

60

The maximum supportable global population is between 6.4 and 20.4 billion,
depending on assumptions on diet, city density and productivity per hectare.

MAXIMUM SUPPORTABLE WORLD POPULATION
(Billions)
Hectares of Land Removed from Agriculture per Person added to Population

u.s.

Average

European average

0.116

u.s.
u.s.
Hectares
Req*d to
grow food
for one
person

Agriculture,
Diet 0.2

0.075

8.50

9.29

6.35

6.69

Agriculture,
No meat
0.094

13.00

15.38

Japanese Agriculture,
No Meat
0.045

17.09

20.41

Indian Agriculture,
No Meat
0.3

u.s.

Calculated from N + X • (Af

-

Au ) I Ap, where

N represents 1970 world population (3.632 billion);
X represents the number of people that would be added to
the 1970 population (for a total of N +X);
represents available arable land (2.4 billion hectares)
A represents the hectares req'd to grow food to feed one person; and
p

Au

represents the amount of land subtracted from agricultural
use per person added to the population.

Adapted

Source:
61

from (10)

The

u.s.

Has Input Ever Increasing Amounts Of Energy To Its Food System.

Although Food Output Has Increased, The Energy Efficiencies Have Dropped

Energy used for food preparation increased 193% in the 1940-1970 period.
energy used for food production on the farm increased

during

this same interval, direct food production uses only 24% of the energy
utilized

the food system.

Due to the massive increases in energy use in food production, corn
increased 113% from 1950 to 1970.
ever

The output food energy declined, how-

3 18 units per one unit input energy to 2.82 units per one
energy - a loss in overall efficiency.

energy

Greatest increases

in the case of corn, for example, were for herbicides

(900%) and nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers
6, p. II-55-60).

The Gross Contribution of Agriculture To The

u.s.

Balance of Payments

to import increased quantities of petroleum,

As the
balance

incur record deficits. Agricultural

u.s.

have an

i~

as a source of foreign exchange currency. These prothe
for

u.s.

non-military goods which have the

to pay for increasing oil imports.

This situation poses two

dilemmas
currency~

since the food must be sold to generate
what

exchange

be done about the hungry world which needs the food

but

to pay

countries

it, and - the other

which have

available to pay

u.s.

exports and are our largest markets also suffer balance payments
due to the needs for energy imports.
and want the

cannot pay for it, and the countries able to pay

it may have reduced ability to buy it.

•

As a result, the countries which need
for

Thus the use of increased agricultural

exports for cash may be stifled due to lack of markets (Ref. 6, p. II-104).

THE CALIFORNIA SCENE:

CAlifornia Agricultural Production will be Increasingly More Dependent
Upon Groundwater Overdrafts.

of the California cropland was irrigated, indicating the
role of stored and distributed water for agricultural production.
Future increases in production on new irrigable

lands will be heavily

dependent upon ground water overdraft - approximately 12% of the water needs

•

in the year 2020 may be from this source. (Ref.6.p.II-24,25)

Fruits, Nuts and Vegetables Are Important Crops In California - However,
They Are Heavily Energy Intensive.
Fruits

nut and

land but use

crops are raised on 27% of

s crop-

of the total energy consumed in California crop production.

Of this

is in the form of natural gas.
will have

Decreasing natural gas

serious impact upon California agricultural production

be

for many crops
on

to decrease 33% (a a
of

use of

..

to a scenario

and pear

rice will be affected

I

of all

.6,p.

are largely interdependent for important

Environmental !!facts And Cost Penalties.

Many estimates have been developed of world reserves

•

- known

various

recoverable with current technology and at current coats •

Other estimates consider so-called hypothetical and speculative
supplies occurring in lesser concentrations, in more remote locations/depths
and of lesser known quantities.

These additional hypothetical and

speculative deposits are claimed as evidence of no serious mineral shortage
problems.

However, it should be recognized that all other than proven

reserves

significant increases in expenditures (including
investment, energy costs, technology improvement,

to make

etc

of these resources feasible.

essential to consider

potentially huge environmental impacts of

minerals in small concentrations
sensitive

"

In addition, it is

from isolated or environmentally-

Taken together, these factors put many supposed

out of reach.

Important Minerals Over The Next Three Decades.
Based on
known
of

estimated world demand through the year 2000 with
reserves, there

are serious reserve inadequancies for a number
, Tun@;sten,Zinc and
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In Addition 1_

limited reserves of

on

were to occurt the

would

to its broad
more than

, from SQ-90 per
of its needs

more

cartels
reserves
countries

where

Other

exist

of the known

in the
of the known
and

the

Union
reserves are

and the Platinum group metals where
reserves are

in

an

•

the

In the

ores

•

u s.s.R.

South

since no

been found for this metal absolutely
of steel.

years,

manganese, nickel

in

nations.
in Eastern

of

In

of the known

consideration for

substitute llas

will

Union

in the

the

Thereafter the largest remaining cheap

U.s.s.R.

and China.

chances
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bill for materials was $10.6

1985 this

Under
of

with
processes, con-

might be reduced to
not

the need for substantial

the
the next

day there is
of the resource

one

......... ""' .. t

the

the
economics is,

upon

- there is total and

response

price, there is an
the

to

the re-

value

the
and

common
even

transfer costs and

sub-

There is a
situations - e.

services

see vast
market.

cause

the

The combi-

International

considerations

which

the
sources -

's energy supply is derived

non-

from coal, 26% from petroleum and
renewable sources,

is

sources

as waste

food and

of

"

•
reserves
ected use rates the
fhowever, the current
the use
oil and gas
6

were
be

to less

Nuclear Energy Worldwide Are Unrealistic.

a six to

ections

Conventional
oil

gas use and a ninefold increase in the use of nuclear

power

in an overall five-fold increase in worldwide energy use
rate).

•

increase in

seve~fold

show a

oil reserves

occurring around the year 2000 at 4.5 times

in

the current rate as being the
the

Some estimates of

~apid

maximum achievable rate.

Furthermore,

expansion of nuclear power use assumes the current

controversies over'

and waste disposal questions are

resolved. The more likely projection of world eaergy use, taking into
resource limitations, price increases, and public resistance,
would

energy growth rates at 3.5- 3.75% per year with sharply
nuclear power use and increased reliance on coal or perhaps
use of and continued heavy reliance on oil and natural
because of the long lead times

to

energy sources. (Ref. 6, p. IV-33,64,66)

energv

is

upon non-renewable sources -

•

•

•

•

I

•

•

